Fact Sheet

HP Printing Solutions for the ‘New Style of IT’

HP continues to innovate and improve software technology offering a printing portfolio of solutions that goes beyond the device to help organizations adapt to evolving business demands and today’s IT mega trends – mobility, security, cloud and big data.

New HP print solutions include:

**HP Embedded Capture** \(^{(1)}\)
HP Embedded Capture simplifies the user’s process of digitizing and routing documents while extending the digital sending capabilities of individual devices. This new offering, a server-less document capture solution, is designed to streamline and facilitate the scanning of images by allowing customers to create their own personal workflows and integrate scanning into their business processes.

**HP Access Control 13.0** \(^{(2)}\)
HP Access Control is a suite of printing solutions that can help organizations of all sizes enhance security, reduce costs and increase productivity in the print environment. HP Access Control 13.0 introduces embedded, secure pull printing and authentication across HP Officejet Pro X series devices and select non-HP devices. This provides a consistent solution experience regardless of the make-up of an organization’s current fleet of devices.

**HP Capture and Route 1.3** \(^{(3)}\)
HP Capture and Route 1.3 makes it easy for organizations to manage, update and store information accurately and efficiently. Now, users can start a workflow directly from an iOS or Android mobile client. In addition, the solution securely digitizes information to enable simple conversion of paper documents into a variety of digital formats – including PDF, TIFF, JPG, RTF and Microsoft® Word .doc and .docx – and routes where needed. HP Capture and Route users can now scan from Officejet Pro X and other HP devices to HP Flow CM Pro and DropBox for cloud storage.

**HP ePrint Enterprise 3.0** \(^{(4,5)}\)
Updates to HP ePrint Enterprise offer enhanced connectivity features and expanded device support for environments using mobile device management solutions. HP now offers a version of the ePrint Enterprise app for Blackberry 10, as well as Android and iOS versions of the HP ePrint Enterprise for Good app helping mobile users print content.
secured by the Good suite of solutions. Additionally, the HP ePrint Enterprise server software will support WiFi printing from the native print path on certain mobile devices.

**HP Digital Sending Software 5.0** *(6)*

*HP Digital Sending Software 5.0* is a server-based solution, designed to support small-to medium-sized businesses (SMBs) and enterprise organizations, offering a reliable basic document capture and route solution. This new version scans to Microsoft SharePoint and integrates with Adobe LifeCycle, and it enhances digital sending to multiple folders from HP LaserJet MFPs, HP digital senders, and HP Scanjet network devices. HP Digital Sending Software 5.0 improves overall business efficiency by streamlining the document capture-route system and easily integrates into existing IT infrastructure.

(1) Available worldwide on November 1, 2013 in the following regions:
   a. AMS: All AMS
   b. APJ: Singapore, Hong Kong, Australia, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and China
   c. EMEA: All EMEA

(2) Available worldwide on November 1, 2013. Pricing (estimated U.S. street prices; actual prices may vary) is as follows:
   a. HP Access Control Express is $199 per license; HP Access Control Professional is $499 per license; HP Access Control Enterprise modules are $99-$330 per module, with each module sold independently and individually priced.

(3) Available worldwide on November 1, 2013. Pricing (estimated U.S. street prices; actual prices may vary) is as follows:
   a. $2,500 per server; $2,500 per mobile server; $400-$750 per device license, based on volume; $35 per user for mobile license; Variable expense on Fax and Database connectors, based on volume and configuration

(4) HP ePrint Enterprise requires HP ePrint Enterprise server software. App-based option requires Internet- and email-capable BlackBerry smartphone OS 4.5 or newer; iPhone® 3G or newer, iPad® and iPod Touch® (2nd gen) devices running iOS 4.2 or later; or Android® devices running version 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, with separately purchased wireless Internet service and the HP ePrint Enterprise app. Email-based option requires any email-capable device and authorized email address. Solution works with PCL5/6, PCL3, and PCL3GUI printers (HP and non-HP).

(5) Requires license from Good for Enterprise and Good Dynamics.

(6) Available worldwide on November 1, 2013. Pricing (estimated U.S. street prices; actual prices may vary) with device license starting at $399.
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